Dynamic and static stretch responses in muscle spindle receptors in fatigued muscle.
Dynamic and static stretch responses in muscle spindles were investigated in fatigued muscle to determine if acute adaptations do occur in receptor discharge as has been shown after contractions of short duration. Fatigue to 60-50% maximum tetanic tension was induced in the isolated gastrocnemius muscle in 16 cats by sustained, 7 X threshold electrical stimulation (100 Hz) of the cut L7 ventral root and S1 ventral root. Group Ia and II afferent fiber responses to slow ramp stretches (5 mm X s-1) and vibration (100 Hz) applied to the Achilles tendon were monitored before and immediately after muscle tetany to fatigue. Changes in firing characteristics were similar when results from faster (25-30 mm X s-1) ramp stretches were contrasted. During muscle fatigue, decreases in response latency to displacement and increases in resting discharge, mean frequency during stretch, and frequency of firing to vibration were predominant in both afferent fiber types. Static responses were generally lower, indicating a decrease in position sensitivity. Resting muscle force and passive peak muscle stiffness were consistently higher following contraction. The sum effects of these proprioceptive afferent and mechanical muscle responses would be to increase muscle stiffness and thus resist yield in muscle length to perturbations at lower muscle forces. The magnitude of these adaptations in proprioceptive discharge appears dependent on intrafusal muscle fiber activation.